Inundations due to river overflows are becoming more frequent; management of flood is thus an important task belonging to the set of preventive measures allowing the protection of people and goods downstream. The flood situation management method proposed in this paper was designed to reduce the flood impact at its early arising stage. The river is supposed to be equipped with reservoirs in which water excesses are stored and then released only when the flood episode ends.
NOMENCLATURE

Q out
The output river discharge
Q lam
The attenuation threshold n G The number of flood control reservoirs and gates
FCR r
The r th flood control reservoir
G r
The gate controlling the r th flood control reservoir τ r The time delay from the gate G r to the following gate G rþ1
Q do
The release threshold
T c
The control period
H f
The time horizon n The number of control periods in the time horizon
Q Gr
The discharge measured at the r th gate S The wetted cross section
The distance between the r th gate and the (r þ 1) th gate
AR(%)
The attenuation rate AWR(%) The attenuation wave rate
Q mea
The mean effective attenuation flow
The output river discharge measured at the date kT c Q cg (k) The output river discharge measured at the date kT c when the gates are closed
The maximum value of the output river discharge during the time horizon
INTRODUCTION
Flooding due to excessive rains can cause important human and material damages around the world. The frequency of these events and their scale is increasing, as well as the importance of the human and material damages caused (Wagenknecht & Rueppel ) . In this context, the term 'crisis' is generally used for floods leading to an actual inundation in a limited geographical zone and for which numerous assistance interventions are needed in order to help the inhabitants either to protect residential areas or to proceed to evacuation. It is essential to consider that the crisis began at the early occurrence of the flood phenomenon. It permits the study and implementation of the means leading to a fast recovery and to inform the inhabitants, to prepare and dispense protection, even in high-risk areas (Plate ; Merz et al. ) .
Crisis management is the set of organizational methods, techniques, and means that enable an organization to prepare for and to effectively manage the occurrence of a crisis; and, in a prospective vision, to capitalize upon the lessons of the event to improve procedures and structures. In order to set up an effective management of crisis, three principal phases must be considered (see Figure 1 ): (1) before the flood, where it is necessary to plan, to prevent, to prepare, to protect, and to anticipate crisis situations; (2) during the flood, where the effective management of crisis is performed;
and ( The present paper focuses on the phase preceding the inundation event. The potential flood is detected and the peak flow is reduced in order to limit the downstream flood impact, and if possible, to avoid the inundation. For this purpose, flood control areas existing along the river are used as reservoirs. In order to reduce the water velocity in the river, the reservoirs are filled with water and thus the flood wave is attenuated. Herein, a supervisory control scheme is proposed to handle the water volumes. This scheme, including the variation of time delay with discharge, is described in the next section. Different flood situations are then compared for a simulated river system in the following section, showing the effectiveness of the scheme.
SUPERVISORY CONTROL SCHEME
Supervisory control methods allow combining optimization, regulation, and simulation techniques. In order to help the decision-making process, the supervision, detection, and diagnosis tools are integrated, and diverse schemes and architectures have been proposed in the literature (Isermann ). The supervision step consists of the detection, the estimation, the prognosis of the system state, the diagnosis of this state, the computation of the setpoints and, if necessary, the control law reconfiguration.
General scheme
The supervisory control scheme proposed in this paper is depicted in Figure 2 . It is composed of three interconnected blocks: the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, the management objectives and constraints generation (MOCG), and the supervised disaster impact reduction (SDIR) blocks. This scheme was designed in order to reduce the impact of a flood downstream a river.
For this purpose, the river is equipped with n G flood control reservoirs located along the river, denoted FCR r .
The reservoirs are used to store the excess of water such that the output river discharge, Q out , remains under a predefined flow value, Q lam : the attenuation threshold.
Each reservoir is provided with a controlled gate G r , r ¼ 1, . . . , n G . The opening value of each gate is computed by the proposed scheme.
When the reservoirs are not empty, the stored water can be released if the discharge level in the river is lower than the attenuation threshold Q lam . In order to detect when the water can be released from the reservoirs, a threshold,
The storage and release phases are exemplified in Figure 3 , where Q input is the input discharge in the river.
Moreover, the threshold Q do can be defined in order to include the protection of farming usually present in the reservoirs in the release objective, and to be able to control flood episodes that occur close in time.
Based on the network flow model of the system composed by the river and its reservoirs, the functioning of the scheme is sequenced with eight steps. After defining the management objectives and constraints, the process follows an infinite closed loop including the activities shown in Figure 4 .
SCADA system block
The SCADA block is connected to the river process. • the need to avoid, reduce, or delay as long as possible the inundation downstream the river; • the reservoir nature (agricultural zone, fallow, etc.);
• the reservoir capacity;
• the reservoir usability;
• the protection of the farming existing in the reservoir;
• the maximal duration of the water retention;
• the necessity of preserving the water quality in the reservoir.
SDIR block
The management constraints are taken into account, according to the measured values, thanks to the SDIR block, which is detailed in the upper part of Figure 5 . In order to manage the flood episode, the control method must be associated with a scheduling method (Baldea & Harjunkoski ) .
Indeed, while tracking the overflow of the discharge in case of floods, we need to establish a diagnosis of the process state, to optimize the storage and the release of the water volumes in the flooding reservoirs and to control the opening of their gates. We choose to implement a management method based on the network flow described in detail in Nouasse et al. (a, b, c) . This SDIR block includes the following: • 
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed model, a simulation for several cases of flood was done. More often, the dimensioning of the reservoirs is done such that they can attenuate a potential flood; thereby the gates are not regulated. Thus, in each simulated flood case, the method was compared with the case when the gates are always open, which is often the case.
Implementation
The process and SCADA systems were replaced by the implementation of a test case river performed by using a 
( 1) where Q Gr is the discharge measured at gate G r , S is the wetted cross section, and d Gr ,G rþ1 is the distance traveled from G r to G rþ1 . In order to evaluate time delays, methods such as the ones developed in Romera et al. () can also be used.
Performance criteria
The flood wave attenuation can be defined as the decrease in Equations (2) and (3):
Q mea is the mean of all the Q out whose value is greater than Q lam . In case of flood: Q input > Q lam , if AR > 1, the attenuation is not complete and if AR < 1, too much water is stored.
Another estimator of the attenuation capacity is the AWR, which compares the case where the gates are always closed (indexed cg) to the case in which a strategy is involved. It is illustrated in Figure 6 and is expressed by Equation (4).
The downstream flow when the gates are closed is denoted Q cg . The AWR value is a relative estimation of the not attenuated volumes. Figure 8 , shown by the solid line. Case two, when the proposed strategy is applied with constant time delays:
RESULTS
Simulations
shown by the dotted-dashed line. Case three, when the proposed strategy is applied with constant time delays: bounds. In all these cases, the Q out maximum value is given, and is denoted Q max in the second column of Table 1 . Without the use of flood control reservoirs, the peak flow reaches 777 m 3 s À1 ; when the gates are always open, the peak flow reaches 690 m 3 s À1 . When the proposed strategy is applied, the peak flow decreases and it is lower than the Q lam value when the time delays are computed.
When time delays are set to constant values, performance decreases, and we can conclude that it is preferable to overestimate the time delays.
The values of the performance criteria obtained in the studied cases are given in Table 1 . Whatever the method used for the time delays' computation, the ability to absorb the flood is increased when using the network flow. Finally, AWR ¼ 37% when the gates are not regulated.
The AR value is better if it is as close as possible to 100%, which is the case for computed time delays. Finally, in all cases, the water volume stored in the reservoir is higher than the estimated needed volume. 
The gates' opening height computed by the algorithm with varying time delays is shown by the dotted-dashed line in Figure 9 (a) for the gate G 1 , in Figure 9 (c) for the gate G 2 , and in Figure 9 (e) for the gate G 3 . The water level inside the reservoir is represented in black and the water level in the river in front of the gates in the dashed line.
The water levels are measured with regard to the riverbed.
In each figure, the gate is first opened in order to store water; thereafter, during the phase when the discharge is between Q lam and Q do , the gate is closed, and finally, the gate is opened in order to empty the reservoir.
In the fourth illustrated case, the water level inside the reservoir is superimposed in Figure 9 (b) for the gate G 1 , in The second case studied is a flood episode with two peak was set high enough to allow for a water draw-off from the reservoir after the first peak and before the second one and so that the ability to absorb the second flood exists. Since results obtained in the one peak flood episode show that results were better in the computed time delay case, we The values of the performance criteria computed for each case are given in Table 2 . As in the first test, the ability to absorb both flood waves is increased when using the pro- 
